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 Become the new king of cryptocurrency! Bitcoin is a clicker-type game where you aim to mine as many Bitcoins!
To get there you will first mine Bitcoins with your mouse, then later buy graphics cards, new processor or asic miner to mine

without doing anything!

 Features:

■ Nice interface!
■ A Bitcoin / Dollar converter!

■ Bitcoin value variation system!
■ Graphics card and processor shop!

■ Background shop!
■ Good music!

 Earn 1 bitcoin in game with the promocode "REWINDAPP"
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Title: Bitcoin
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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It's hurt when close friends lost trust in you by misunderstanding.
Don't be a pretender! Be yourself!

And catch people's thinking with their favorite music!. This game is awesome! I really like this fresh and new take on the
strategy game format.
The game is very complex, and highly addictive.
You play as a godlike entity (the "main logos") of the Earth, and your goal is to help mankind thru history.
There's a good spiritual message in the game, that you should care about one another,
take care of the environment, look things in another perspective, and make hard, sometimes questionable decisions for the
greater good. It's not easy, you need to pay attention to a lot of variables (population, echology, etc.) otherwise you will fail very
quickly.
If you like a game, that is challenging, thought-provoking and puts you on the edge through,
than I highly reccomend it to you.
I would love to see more games like this. :). The game itself is not that bad as many people said.
I don't mind too much about the lack of PM2 style adventure mode and such.
The game is more hugely emphasis on child raising sim than ever before.
Translation is far from what I would call decent, but it got the job done I guess...
Font and text wrapping was awfully ok at best.
Bemind that I'm not quite a native English user so yeah. :P
Good game. But like I said, the localisation could be done in a much better manner.

I give this game a pass 5/10. I would give it 8/10 if I can read the original japanese. The original game itself is what a true saving
grace for me to thumbs up this review.

p.s. I run this game on my potato laptop, windows 7. The full screen mode works flawlessly with no fps drop. Although the same
can't be said with those who only have windows 10 to run on however.... The right mix between spine chilling mindfack and 4d
chess. The first playthrough tells you something about your personality, which is pretty neat. (I am sly btw.). Creativity without
screwing up! This is a unique take on a music game that lets you create music but guarantees that it harmonizes. There's a huge
variety of instruments and musical genres, making it a lot of fun to mix and match, trying out different combinations. It's fun to
play and I really enjoyed the environments and VR elements, like the instrument selections and floating notes.. I loved the game,
so cute! Lovable characters and humorous, engaging dialogue. Definitely recommend playing it.

Only issue is I have no idea how to unlock the other love story paths aside from Cat's path, or maybe they yet to be resleased..
rep Love the changes they have made to this game, the game is some much more intense now and I love being able to execute
somebody after you down them. Gives players much more risk to survive if the hunter can kill them once they go down. Really
fun to play and I recommend it for everyone to try it
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Fun puzzle game!
At first, the blocks go down in a very chill way, but the speed of the blocks will be in time higher, which makes the game
harder. There is a way to make the blocks go slower, but this is not endless, which makes that at least I had to play on a really
hard mode sometime, not being able to slow down the blocks for some time. After some time, it was possible again. :)

I really do like the concept of the game. :)

Also, who would give a game such name? Very funny. :P

If you have a Mac, like me, I recommend playing it on Windows. I didn't get my achievements while playing on Mac, I thought I
read something about this that this is normal, not getting achievements on the Mac. So if you do like achievements, I
recommend playing on Windows. Then you get the ones you deserve (AFTER you achieve them again)! :D

I recommend this puzzle game!. An amazing game so far and well worth the wait. DW2 is an excellent sequel and it retains the
gameplay I love from the first one while making every better with new features. I highly recommend this sequel to any DW fan..
Draugen is a walking simulator with a linear story that lasts about 3 hours.

The environment of the game is very beautiful and they have used plenty of refrences of old houses and such to how things
looked in the 1920s.

Story is a bit weird, as it keeps intertwining two stories together.

The story is that you are coming to the village "Graavik" to find your sister, but when you arrive there things are not as they
should be and you start an investigation with your companion Alice.

The stories themself are fine but you can clearly tell which storyline it's put the most effort into, atleast from what i can tell.

The ending is a bit lackluster, it's pretty easy to see where it would go pretty fast but the dialouge and what you find on the way
to that ending is game, but sadly it feels like it didn't hit hard enough. the ending felt like it didnt really have a conclusive ending
to one of the storys and the ending is up to yourself to what you think it will be.

 Summary
The game is a walking simulator that will be done pretty fast but good enviorment, music and tensions from time to
time.
its a decent game, but i feel like i don't have a reason to replay it, even if i did some of the other choices, which probarly
dont have any impact on the ending either way.. To be honest I thought this game was interesting, save for the plot
being.. not there? Horror games haven't made me jump and this game definitely did. I wouldn't say this game is bad,
but it's not good either. I feel like as the people that made this learn and develop, they can make better games! I'd have
to recommend this game.. Not even worth $1.00. I mean you just float around in circles then its over. Also i never get
motion sick but this game its bad.

Seriously save your $1.00 this is garbage. This game gave me cancer. 10\/10 would spent my money again on some juicy
russian sheet. I kind of liked it. I would play it for hours to get the other endings.. A decent match game with a few
twists on the genre and definitely more casual play if you prefer. I bought it on sale for 1.99 and played for over 8
hours (to 100%) and as such I definitely got my money's worth. I try and get 1 hour of play for USD$1 I spend.

That said, it can get repetitive after a while and the trophy levels especially seemed rehashed. This is a genre prone to
repetition, however, so I adjust my score accordingly... 7\/10. Having played Pixel Puzzles Ultimate before this one and
having done the Undead pack there, I was frustrated by this one. Being pretty big on 100%ing games where I can, when
I launched this one I was immediately annoyed by the title mini-game, mainly because of the two extremely grindy
achievements tied to them. One was to play the menu mini-game and survive for a full 60 minutes (which is not hard,
more on that shortly) while the other was to play the same mini-game and get 5000 zombie kills. While I appreciate
someone trying to spice up a game that is just a simple puzzle completer, it was extremely frustrating needing to sit
through and do these two items to 100% the game.
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As I said above, the mini-game is not hard. You get a gun and grenades. Both are unlimited ammo, but the gun takes 3
bullets to kill a single zombie while the grenade will kill on contact or after an amount of time has gone by, and, of
course, hits an area. As the grenade is spammable, there is no reason to use the gun. In order to get the two listed
achievements, you simple sit in the middle of the map and spam grenades in every direction. It's mind numbing and
provides absolutely no challenge. Additionally, the time and kill achievements are not linked. What I mean by this is
after 60 minutes of playing (and unlocking the attached achievement), you are just barely halfway completed on the
kills. Yup. Additionally, there is no consistency\/known method of unlocking all 5000 kills. Some report that it keeps
track throughout different playthroughs, others reported it kept track of kills between different attempts as long as
you didn't close the game at all, and still others claimed that it had to be done in a single attempt. I proved the latter
personally, as I had completed 500 kills while just messing about the first time, and still had to get all 5000 when I took
a serious go at it. It was designed solely to have people play longer.

Finally, there is a mechanic within the puzzles themselves in which you control a character that has to repel zombies
sporadically while you complete the puzzle. Again, it is not hard to do, but it was an annoying distraction while doing
the puzzles that could easily be turned off in the menus, which is exactly what I did.

I am fairly positive I received this game as a bonus when I purchased the puzzle pack for Pixel Puzzles Ultimate, so I
was happy that I did not go out of my way to purchase it. However, if you find this one in your Steam library and care
about you achievement percentage (I get that doesn't apply to everyone), skip it. You've already done the puzzles and it
isn't worth your time.

Pros:
- Received as a bonus when purchasing a puzzle pack for Pixel Puzzles Ultimate
- Puzzle art is amusing

Cons:
- Adds nothing worth your time that you didn't already complete in Ultimate
- Achievements to 100% are mind-numbingly grindy
- Menu mini-game does not record kills correctly
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